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Infinite Possibilities is the masterwork from teacher, author, and featured speaker Mike Dooley. As

the next step beyond his immensely popular Notes from the Universe trilogy, and his follow up,

Choose them Wisely, this book contains even more enriching wisdom for living an abundant, joyous

life.Mike Dooley knows that we create our own reality, our own fate, and our own luck. Weâ€™re

beings filled with infinite possibilityâ€”just ready to explore how powerful we truly are. Manifesting the

magnificence of our dreams isnâ€™t about hard work, but rather about belief and expectation.

These principles transcend belief, realizing the truth about our human nature. Your dreams are not

accidental, nor inconsequential. And if someone were tell the truth about life, reality, and the powers

we all possessed, would it be recognized? Our lives are full of adventuresâ€”and not exactly the

sky-diving, mountain-climbing varietyâ€”but something better. Readers will laugh, applaud, and be

inspired by Mike Dooleyâ€™s wit and wisdom.
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""Infinite Possibilities" is the perfect book at the perfect time. It is full of wisdom, answers, and

guidance -- a unique combination that is guaranteed to help anyone during times of change and

transition. I loved it." -- Ariane de Bonvoisin, bestselling author of "The First 30 Days""Having been a

fan of the 'big boys' -- Anthony Robbins, Wayne Dyer, Earl Nightingale, et al. -- I came away with

the realization that Dooley is the most literate and professorial of them all." -- Roger Yale, "Los

Angeles Entertainment Today""I am so excited about this book! Mike Dooley has given every

human soul a great and wonderful gift. He shows us in the clearest terms yet just how to produce



what God has always intended for us: a life of joy unbounded!" -- Neale Donald Walsch, author of

"When Everything Changes, Change Everything and Conversations with God""This book is your

ticket to living. After experiencing "Infinite Possibilities", you will never see life from the same

perspective." -- James Van Praagh, author of "Unfinished Business"

We live in a Universe that adores us, a Universe with inviolate principles that anyone can harness

without limitations or regard to their past, and one in which dream manifestation is inevitable when

we understand the true nature of our reality and our divine heritage. --This text refers to an out of

print or unavailable edition of this title.

Anyone who needs a little self-motivation should check out Infinite Possibilities-The Art of Living

Your Dreams by Mike

Dooleyhttp://www..com/Infinite-Possibilities-Living-Your-Dreams/dp/1582702322/ref=sr_1_1?s=boo

ks&ie=UTF8&qid=1422364520&sr=1-1&keywords=infinite+possibilities+mike+dooleyInfinite

Possibilities outlines a very straight forward plan for manifesting dreams. The basic premise is that

once a dream is clearly visualized, all that's required is a belief that it will happen coupled with

sustained action in the general direction of the stated goal. Dooley claims the Universe will do the

rest.Dooley's ideas can be described as a Plan of Action for the Law of Attraction. Oftentimes,

people read about the Law of Attraction and interpret it as just wishing something into being. In

reality, the Law of Attraction is a call to action. In Infinite Possibilities, Dooley stresses the

importance of taking ownership of a dream by acting on it.Infinite Possibilities touches on the idea of

people being eternal spirits  something those who believe in an afterlife claim as well. The

departure comes in Dooley's assertion that we can have more than one earthly experience 

something many traditional spiritual teachings fall short of. Dooley doesn't use the word

reincarnation, but that's basically what he's talking about. I neither believe nor reject this idea. My

position is that the only moment I have is now, so everything else is irrelevant.One thing that

separates Dooley from other motivational thinkers is his profound sense of humor. Life should be

fun and learning how to live one full of joy should be fun as well.Besides his books, lectures and

workshops, Dooley also offers a service called Notes from the Universe. Every weekday, I receive a

personalized inspirational (and often funny) Note from the Universe. If you'd like to receive a Note

from the Universe, sign up here: http://www.tut.com/account/registerI've written about Dooley in

several other blog posts because his work has had such a positive impact on me. To learn more

about Dooley's work, check out his website: http://www.tut.com/About/mikedooleyI have awarded



Infinite Possibilities by Mike Dooley four out of stars on my Goodreads

Pagehttps://www.goodreads.com/author/show/4673038.Adele_Park

... This book is Ã°ÂŸÂ˜Â±. So many realizations about my life from this book. And I've been into this

kind of work for a while. I think the grounded, no BS tone he has that keeps it real in this subject.

Don't "think" to much about whether or not to buy this book, just get it with a sense of knowing that

there will be something in it you needed to hear to help you gain clarity. Think about how you'll feel

with that better understanding of your life and what you'll do with it... And it will happen in a way

that's right for you. That's one of the things this book teaches you how to do.

This book speaks from the spirit to the spirit. I try to read it annually as each reading reawakens my

spirit and reminds me of the infinite possibilities in my own life. I cannot recommend it highly

enough. A definite Must Read.

Empowering and inspiringÃ¢Â€Â”but could have been half the length; feels almost amateurish in

length and structure. The message is simple: thoughts become things, so choose good ones (the

exact title, I believe, of another of his books).That said, I was thankful for the repetition. The

importance of deliberate, conscious creation can't be understated. Some great tips in here on how

to approach, refine, and practice visualization, as well as some inspiring examples from his own life

journey. Lots of highlights and bookmarks in my Kindle version.Most importantly: I'm applying his

lessons, seeing (and feeling) results, and enjoying life a helluva a lot more than before.

Infinite amount of thumbs up for this book. I love to think that Mike writes his books with me in mind

because I couldn't agree more or say it better. I get so happy when he gives tips and I'm already

doing what he's saying to do. I'm on an exciting journey and love to read Mike's books over and

over just to enforce my actions, beliefs and desires. Thank you again Mike for a superb book. Hope

to meet you one day on one of your adventures.

Really enjoy his style of writing. Like he's talking to you in a 'common sense' kind of way. Book

shows we are the creators of our lives with our thoughts! We are all the Authors of our own stories!

I have loved Mike Dooley's teaching since I first learned of him in 2006. He continues to deliver

excellent, applicable, practical approaches to taking your life to the next level.



Its a book which is definitely worth buying, worth keeping and worth gifting others. The concepts are

explained in simple and often humourous terms which makes it a good read. Highly motivating for

the newbie as well as someone who is already on the path of energy work and metaphysical

journey etc. If you have read other works of the same author you will definitely come across a lot of

material which seems to be just a repitition of some of his earlier works. But then , that is how the

universe works..The basic fundamental spiritual laws do not change. They can only be interpreted in

infinite ways while the core remains the same. All said and done, as said before definitely a book

worth buying .
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